
Meeting Minutes 
ALA Midwinter Meeting (Virtual), ANSS_IIL, January 31, 2018, 3:00-4:00 p.m. EST 

Submitted by Priscilla Seaman and Elizabeth Fox, Co-Chairs 
 
Housekeeping:  

• February 15 is the deadline to volunteer to continue membership on the ANSS_IIL committee, or 
to volunteer for other ACRL committees.  

• A co-chair for 2018-2010 is needed to serve with Elizabeth. (Priscilla’s term ends in June 2018.) 
Gina and Krystal have expressed interest.  

Discussion:  

Each subgroup reported progress on (and problems with) the committee’s ongoing project of creating 
companion disciplinary documents. 

1. Anthropology Subgroup (Craig Arthur, Jenny Bowers, Hilary Bussell, Priscilla Seaman)  
Progress: The Anthropology subgroup is using a frame-by-frame approach to find areas in which 
anthropological concepts/learning objects/knowledge areas can be mapped to specific frames.  
Problems: The Anth. Subgroup has so far outlined two of the six frames and the Anth. 
companion document is already a bit long and unwieldy. 
 

2. Criminal Justice (CJ) Subgroup (Elizabeth Fox, Krystal Lewis, Gina Schlesselman-Tarango, Pam 
Upshear) 
Problems: The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) does not accredit programs, but 
rather they have standards. Librarians may not be aware of the ACJS standards. 
Progress: The CJ subgroup is mapping ACJS standards to the Framework and creating 
assessments ideas to go along with them.  
 

3.  Sociology Subgroup (Nidia Banuelos, Nina Clements, Paula Dempsey, Rui Wang)  
Progress: The Sociology subgroup is working closely with disciplinary faculty and the American 
Sociological Association (ASA). The Soc. Subgroup seeks common ground and opportunities for 
collaboration with the above groups (ASA and teaching faculty) to create documents that could 
help standardize information literacy instruction. They plan to create documents with an eye to 
helping both disciplinary faculty and librarians use and understand the Framework.   
Problems: The Socio. Subgroup is working on the problem of how to shorten the Framework in 
usable way, and also how to continue to find buy-in with teaching faculty.  
 

Conclusions: Ultimately, the ANSS_IIL committee will most likely create three separate documents for 
each discipline. 

To-Do: Each subgroup should have draft documents completed by ALA Annual 2018 (June 30, 2018).  
Our committee will probably use ACRL’s LibGuide platform for the sharing of our documents.  

Meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. EST.  

  


